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TRACKING TROUBLE: MANAGING
PRIMO BUG REPORTS
CARIN YAVORCIK, ELECTRONIC RESOURCES LIBRARIAN
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY - PORTLAND

OVERVIEW
• Types of problems
• Our solution: Tracking Spreadsheet
• Useful formulas
• Statistics
• Future directions

CONFUSION!

MORE CONFUSION!

TASK MANAGEMENT COMPLICATIONS
• Volume
• Limited ability to fix in-house
• Multiple vendors – no single interface
• Vendors have long resolve times
• Tickets have different priority levels

OUR SOLUTION: TRACKING SPREADSHEET
• Gathers information about tickets from all vendors (and in-house!)
• Full control: include the data we think is important, and organize it in the way
that works best for us

• Use formulas to automatically generate follow-up dates and gather statistics
• Serves as a knowledge base for future problems
• Provides statistical information on a variety of data points

LIMITATIONS
• No way to automatically collect data – manual entry of each ticket
• Limited options for multi-person teams – shared workbooks are available, but
do not function as well

• Processing power – can only include so much data in one spreadsheet

ONWARDS: SPREADSHEET DEMO!

Follow along in a sample template:

https://bit.ly/2FDMCh8

USEFUL FORMULAS
=TODAY()-[date] – calculate time lapsed since a particular date

USEFUL FORMULAS
=IF(ISNUMBER(SEARCH())) – perform a logical test based on text in a cell (do X
if present, do Y if not present)
• Used to calculate follow-up date based on status/priority
• Nest to perform multiple logical tests

USEFUL FORMULAS
=COUNTIFS/AVERAGEIFS – count/average number of cells that meet certain
conditions
“List!” tells Excel to look in the
Worksheet named List

STATS!
Days Open vs. Number of Tickets

• Total # Tickets: 159
• Overall average days
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STATS!
Database Vendor

Databases with the most tickets:
EBSCO
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Other

• EBSCO Education Source (23)
• ProQuest Central (17)
• JSTOR (8)

FUTURE DIRECTIONS?
• Collect information on type of problem
• Investigate multi-user functionality
• Assign tracking numbers for internal tickets
• Integrate stats with annual database review

NEW DEVELOPMENT:
REPORT A PROBLEM FORM

QUESTIONS?
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